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By Joseph Farington, Martin Postle, Martin Postle,

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; The most acute, reliable and illuminating
contemporary biography of Sir Joshua Reynolds, the father of English painting. Sir Joshua
Reynolds (1723-1792) was the first superstar of British art. Ambition and application turned a talent
for painting into genius and made him the first English painter of European stature - an especially
impressive feat considering that his chosen field, portraiture, was often disregarded. His own
position at the very heart of British intellectual life, as the close friend of Johnson, Burke, Garrick,
Fox, Goldsmith and Sheridan gave painting an importance it had never had - as talked about and
occasionally as controversial as Britart today. Reynolds' social and intellectual success - he was also
the author of the Discourses , the most important work of art theory hitherto published - combined
with his crucial role as the first President of the Royal Academy, transformed the way art was made,
appreciated, and enjoyed in Britain. All aspects of this astonishing life and career are examined
with an acute eye by Joseph Farington, a fellow painter and Academician of the next generation,
and the best diarist of his day.Farington knew Reynolds and was close to many of...
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This is the finest ebook i have got read through till now. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at anytime of the time (that's
what catalogs are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Mr . Edison Rober ts IV-- Mr . Edison Rober ts IV

I actually started reading this article publication. We have read and that i am confident that i am going to planning to study yet again once again later on.
You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Zoe Hilper t-- Zoe Hilper t
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